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ADULT COLORING BOOKS | Mandalas for stress relief  This beautiful Mandala Coloring Book will

offer you countless hours of relaxation. Mandala means â€œcircleâ€• and â€œcenterâ€• in the ancient

Sanskrit language. The circular shapes of mandalas have the power to balance the energies of your

body, promote relaxation & enhance your creativity. It perfectly fall under the category of adult

coloring books mandalas.  Either you have a quest to restore your inner peace, zen, or you would

simply like to express your artistic talent, this coluring book mandala will help you achieve it.  What

should I expect in this adult coloring book?  60 wonderful mandalas to color.From simple to very

intricate designs for a pleasant experience.White background for every design.One-sided pages

with enough space to cut off the page if needed.  NOW ON SALE  Regular Price: $9.99 | SAVE

$5.00, 50% OFF | Limited time only  Through the 60 mandalas offered in this beautiful coloring

book, you will feel the power it brings out from you when enjoying the peaceful moment between

you and your drawing. In a quite environment, with a warm cup of herbal tea and maybe relaxing

music, open your book and start coloring.  Donâ€™t wait up, buy this book and start enjoying the

mandalasâ€¦  Scroll up and click on the buy button.  TAGS: adult coloring books, adult coloring

books for ladies, adult coloring books mandalas, coloring books for adults, coloring book, mandala

coloring books for adults, mandala coloring book, relaxing coloring book, stress less book, stress

coloring book, adult coloring books patterns, adult coloring books flowers, adult coloring books for

stress, stress relief coloring book, best coloring books for adults, best books 2016, zen coloring

book.
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Author: Passionate about coloring and drawings, Pegasus Coloring Book is a small publishing

house looking for young talents. Many people have talent in this world but only a few are known.

Our goal is to make people happy by creating wonderful coloring books while highlighting artists

who deserve to have their name on a book.   Through our books we hope to transfer you our

passion for coloring and that it will help you fulfill what you are hoping to achieve when coloring

them.

I received the book Mandala: And Adult Coloring Book of Mandalas for Stress Relieving and could

not wait to begin. The cover is lovely with the bring colors on the black background, it beckoned me

into the designs. The pages were nice matte finish and the sharpies did not bleed through, and the

pastels took perfectly on the page. There are plenty of pictures of varying sizes. Most are page size,

but some are 4 to a page. These will be challenging but they are just as beautiful. I will have many

hours of relaxing coloring with this book.

I received a copy of this book for a honest review. I love this book. I immediately browsed the 60

mandalas and decided I wanted to color each and every one. The variety of mandala designs are

varied and different. Many of the designs are intricate and complicated which I love. The images are

printed on a medium ivory paper and are all one sided. I prefer to copy the design to a heavier card

stock rather than color in the actual book. The book measures 71/2 by 9 1/4. The pages are not

perforated. It's a nice size book to color in and very easy to fold and copy your page if you prefer

another paper type. If you enjoy mandalas, I would most certainly recommend this book!

This mandala book is beautiful! If you're new to coloring, the page after the introduction had some

coloring advice, which is pretty cool.The next page has a test page,where you can either test colors,

or coloring mediums. I tested some different pencils, a couple of gel pens and an alcohol based

marker. The marker was the only one that bled, and that was expected.This has single sided pages,

so any medium will work. Most of the mandalas are highly detailed, although there are a few that

are easier. Even with more detail, it's up to you how to color it, so you can make it easier by coloring

smaller sections as a whole, or more difficult by coloring in the details.After the last mandala page



credit is given to artists that contributed. I love every mandala in this book, and can't wait to color

them all!I was given this book free, for my fair and honest review.

I did receive this book for free, however, I was NOT asked for a review. I was very impressed with

this book. At first I thought it was going to be ANOTHER mandala coloring book, but WOW, was I

ever surprised. When you open up the book, there is a page for you to write your name, followed by

an introduction page, a unique "coloring advices" page (printed in a creative font, which I thought

was fun) and a test page for coloring mediums. The paper is not that stark white either, its good

quality paper for colored pencils, gel pens and fine liner pens. Alcohol markers will bleed through.

The size of the book is great for those who like to color on the go or those who like smaller coloring

books. It's between a regular sized and "on the go" sized coloring book. The mandalas in this book

are beautiful. There is something for everyone. They range from simplistic (not simple, there is a

difference) to intricate. I also liked that each mandala is so different and there is such a good deal of

variety. If you are looking for a fun, unique mandala coloring book, then you don't need to look any

further. This is the coloring book for you.

Another great book by Pegasus! Being that I love to color mandalas, this book is right down my

alley! I used gel pens and while you can see a shadow from the back side of the single sided page,

there is no actual bleed thru. The paper has a little tooth to it which accepts color well. The designs

range from intermediate to intricate but as a hobby colorist, none of them intimidate me. There are

60 designs in all, making this book very reasonably priced. I will not hesitate to puchase from

Pegasus again!Disclaimer: I received this book at a reduced price or free for my honest review...and

I am a picky colorist!!

This Mandala book is one of the best I have seen in a while. First off the variety of Mandala's is

wonderful. Most fit on one page a few have 4 on the page. There is a nice variety of mandalas

ranging from very detailed to larger designs. The paper is cream instead of white and I did not have

any problems with it bleeding through, but I did put a bleeder page behind my image to be safe.

Other than the beautiful mandalas my favorite part is the intro. It gives a brief back round as to what

a mandala is and how they can balance energies and relive stress. I also love the ending where it

talks about this book being a collaboration of many artists. You definitely get that impression while

paging though it.I did receive this book for free in exchange for an honest review. In no way did this

alter my opinion of the book. I thoroughly enjoyed it and plan to purchase more as gifts.



Everyone who knows me knows that I love mandalas. This coloring book is just as described in the

description. The pages are one sided. The book is not perforated. The designs are very pretty.

Some designs are extremely detailed and others are moderately detailed. I wish the book had more

simple mandalas. Adult coloring is enjoyed by the young and old. Because of the intricate designs in

this book, I would recommend this book to young and middle aged colorists. The designs may be a

bit too detailed for older colorists. I look forward to many hours of coloring in this mandala coloring

book.

I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review. I love mandalas and I love this book!

The mandalas are beautiful, and intricate. I have colored just one, so far, and am looking forward to

doing the rest! I am thinking of taking the ones, that are very intricate, and copying them onto card

stock paper, then using fine tipped markers, or gel pens. If you like intricate and small work, this is

the book for you! You can let your imagination go wild! It just amazes me, at the thought process it

must take to come up with so many different designs! Again, you won't be sorry to add this book to

your collection!
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